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Today’s Internet is dominated by a small number of companies which are responsible for a large fraction of
Internet traffic. These so called “hypergiants” make use of off-nets to deploy parts of their infrastructure in
ISP networks. Off-nets ensure that clients from these ISPs get lower latencies and the ISP needs to send less
traffic to its upstream providers. They have been relatively well studied in the IPv4 Internet, although their
footprint in IPv6 remains unclear.

In this paper, we take a first look at the IPv6 hypergiant infrastructure. We perform a first-of-its-kind study
of IPv6 off-nets for 14 hypergiants and compare their deployment to IPv4. We find IPv6 off-nets in 2k ASes,
compared to the more than 6k off-net ASes for IPv4. Moreover, the majority of IPv6 off-nets deployments are
seen in ASes which already deploy IPv4 off-nets. Interestingly, we also see some hypergiants such as Disney
and Hulu not making use of any IPv6 off-nets at all. We also uncover the phenomenon of cross-hypergiant
deployments, where one hypergiant deploys its infrastructure in another hypergiant’s network. Finally, we
use latency measurements to compare IPv6 vs. IPv4 latency to off-net prefixes within off-net ASes and find
similar results for both protocol versions. We make all our code and data available to encourage replicability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Delivering content in the Internet has become more and more complex over the years. Whereas
in the first days of the Web, websites would simply be hosted in a single location, the advent of
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) have changed this paradigm [55, 56, 67]. These hypergiants
leverage deployments of globally distributed servers to deliver content to users from servers close
to them. These server deployments can be categorized as being part of the CDN network—i.e.,
on-net servers—or being deployed in other networks—i.e., off-net servers. Off-net deployments can
be seen as a win-win situation for the CDN company as well as the ISP where the off-net servers
are deployed. For the ISP, the deployment of off-net servers results in lower latency and thus better
quality of experience for their customer, in addition to reducing transit costs. For the CDN, off-nets
can be a source of revenue and can lead to reduced bandwidth requirements for on-net servers [32].
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Although the off-net deployment for IPv4 has been studied by Gigis et al. [29], several open
questions remain, which we want to address in this work. First, the off-net deployment of IPv6
has not yet been analyzed. As IPv6 is gaining more and more traction [8], this could substantially
change off-net deployment overall. Second, off-net deployments have been exclusively studied
independently, i.e., cross-hypergiants deployments (e.g., Amazon being deployed at Akamai infras-
tructure) remain unstudied. Third, it is unclear if there is a performance benefit (or even penalty)
when using IPv6 off-nets compared to IPv4 off-nets.

Our main contributions can thus be summarized as follows:
• IPv6 off-net deployment:We analyze the deployment of IPv6 off-nets through a first-of-its-
kind measurement study. We identify 155k off-net IPv6 addresses in 2k off-net ASes spanning
14 hypergiants. More than 95% of IPv6 off-net ASes deploy IPv4 off-nets as well.

• Cross-hypergiant deployments: We identify several cases where hypergiants themselves
make use of other hypergiants by deploying infrastructure in their networks. Compared
to IPv4, this practice is relatively uncommon in IPv6, with one rare example being Netflix
making use of Amazon AWS infrastructure.

• Performance analysis: We compare the performance of IPv6 with IPv4 off-net IP addresses
and find that top hypergiants exhibit similar latency with the overwhelming part of the
differences between IPv4 and IPv6 being under 5 ms.

• Code and data sharing:We make all our code and data publicly available, including the list
of onnet and offnet IP addresses for IPv4 and IPv61.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Off-nets: Gigis et al. [29] provided a definition for off-nets and conducted a comprehensive analysis
of these networks within hypergiants over a span of seven years. In the context of their study,
off-nets refer to deployments outside of the hypergiant’s own network (e.g., in ISP networks).
Their analysis focused specifically on IPv4, utilizing longitudinal data to provide insights into the
dynamics of off-net deployments by hypergiants. Gigis et al. collected TLS certificate data and
HTTP header information from on-net targets as part of their data acquisition. These datasets were
then used to identify off-net hypergiant deployments. We use a similar approach but adapt it where
needed for IPv6 measurements.
From another perspective, Vermeulen et al. [64] studied potential issues related to most ISPs

colocating off-nets from multiple hypergiants, that could lead to cascading failures. Their study
was also exclusively made in IPv4, and replicating their study in IPv6 is out of scope of this paper.
Finally, Hasan et al. [32] formalized the tradeoffs between the cost of the cache deployment versus
the performance gain with generated topologies.
IPv6 hitlist: Full address space scans as with IPv4 are infeasible on IPv6 due to its large address
space. Thus, previous work [26, 27, 50, 70] focused on creating hitlists for IPv6 research. In this
work, we utilize the publicly accessible IPv6 hitlist [26]. It includes addresses collected from various
sources to build a diverse dataset. Among others, Zirngibl et al. [70] found that fully responsive
prefixes (previously called aliased prefixes [26]) also included CDNs prefixes. We use their findings
to complement the hitlist with sample addresses picked from the fully responsive prefix dataset.
EDNS0 Client Subnet (ECS): RFC7871 [18] specifies how client subnets can be included in DNS
queries. It defines an extension for EDNS0 where the resolver can add the IPv4 or IPv6 client subnet.
Resolvers supporting ECS must cache the answers and only use them for queries from these specific
subnets. ECS supporting name servers can indicate for which prefix length their answer is valid for
(scope prefix length).

1https://doi.org/10.17617/3.64V3MF
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Streibelt et al. [60] and Calder et al. [15] both developed an ECS scanning approach to uncover
the infrastructure of Google, while in a more recent study Sattler et al. [52] used ECS to map out
the infrastructure of Apple’s Private Relay system. Similar to these studies, we use ZDNS [35] to
send DNS queries with ECS to complement the data provided by the IPv6 hitlist.
Performance: Several studies have compared the performance of accessing content over IPv4
and IPv6 [5, 10, 12, 43]. Others have also identified service deployments of top players such as
Google, Akamai, and Netflix in ISPs. For instance, Bajpai and Schönwälder [11] study the TCP
connection establishment time over IPv4 and IPv6 to top 100 popular dual-stacked websites (from
Amazon Alexa 1M) from vantage points located in a handful of ASes. In addition to finding the IPv6
performance to have improved, they also observe some of these to be served from CDN caches in
ISPs. They also reveal that such caches are largely absent for IPv6. In this work, we find thousands
of ISPs deploying IPv6 off-nets from different hypergiants. Doan et al. [20] evaluate the performance
of ISP-hosted content caches for Netflix over both address families, finding that such deployments
lower the TCP connect times by over 60%. A similar study looks at the latency from dual-stack Sam
Knows probes across 74 ASes in traceroutes to GCC nodes streaming YouTube content [21]. While
we also perform traceroute-based latency measurements, we carry them out towards thousands of
IPv4 and IPv6 off-net deployments across several hypergiants, hosted in hundreds of ISPs.

3 DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY
Prior work has given a clear methodology to uncovering IPv4 on-nets and off-nets, based on TLS
and HTTP(s) scans, and we replicate this methodology to uncover the IPv6 on-nets and off-nets.
However, the main challenge with IPv6 is that we cannot perform an exhaustive scan of all the IP
address space, like in IPv4, and therefore one must rely on publicly available datasets, such as the
IPv6 hitlist [26]. Notice that IPv6 hitlist has been designed to reveal responsive IP addresses, and not
for our use case. Therefore, in addition to replicating and slightly updating the TLS and HTTP(s)
scanning methodology of prior work (Section 3.1), we also perform additional measurements based
on DNS and ECS to complete the picture of on-net and off-net deployments (Section 3.2).

3.1 Adapting IPv4 TLS and HTTP(S) Scans to IPv6
Gigis et al. [29] proposed a two step approach to unveil the IPv4 on-nets and off-nets. The first
step consists of collecting fingerprints from on-net IP addresses of the hypergiants. The second
step consists of comparing these on-net fingerprints with fingerprints from IP addresses outside
hypergiant ASes to detect off-net IP addresses. We detail about how these next steps work and
highlight the updates that we apply to prior methodology in the following paragraphs. As in prior
work [29], we focus on the following hypergiants: Akamai, Alibaba, Amazon, Apple, Cdnetworks,
Chinacache, Disney, Fastly, Google, Hulu, Incapsula, Limelight, Meta, Microsoft, Netflix, Twitter,
and Yahoo. In our private discussions with Cloudflare, we learnt that Cloudflare does not deploy
off-nets at the time of our measurements2 so we exclude it from our investigation.
Replicating IPv4 Fingerprint CollectionMethodology:Gigis et al. [29] collect TLS andHTTP(S)
fingerprints from on-net prefixes. A prefix is considered an on-net prefix if it maps to the hypergiant
organization. They use data from RouteViews and RIPE RIS to map prefixes to ASes, and CAIDA’s
AS2Org dataset [41] to map these ASes to organizations.

To establish the on-net TLS fingerprint of a hypergiant, we first find the certificates containing
the hypergiant’s name in the Organization field of the Subject Name, and then extract the list of
all DNS names of the certificate from the subject alternative name field. The TLS fingerprint is the
union of the different DNS names found in the different certificates of a hypergiant.

2We also learnt they plan to deploy offnets in the future.
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To establish the HTTP(S) fingerprints of a hypergiant, we extract the HTTP(S) headers specific
to a hypergiant found on the on-net IP addresses. As in prior work, we remove common standard
headers (e.g., Cache-Control) and inspect the remaining headers from our scans to establish per-
hypergiant fingerprints. We identify headers that occur frequently across more than 50 on-net IP
addresses and ensure that they are used exclusively by a specific hypergiant to consider it as a
fingerprint. Like in prior work, we then perform manual analysis and pick those that either have
an abbreviated name or value of the hypergiant or are documented or disclosed online.
Updating Fingerprint CollectionMethodology:Wefind that certificates for Amazon and Google
do not have a value for the “Subject Organization” field. To address this, we use the certificates
which have “google” or “amazon” in their DNS names field covered by the certificate. Furthermore,
we also collect 70 new HTTP(S) headers compared to prior work. This is expected as these headers
are likely to change over time [29]. We find official documentation for over 60% of these headers.
Adapting Fingerprint Collection Methodology to IPv6: Instead of using Rapid7 [48] and
Censys [22] datasets to collect the TLS and HTTP(S) scans like prior work [29], we perform our
own large-scale TLS and HTTP(S) scans, both for IPv4 and IPv6. This choice is motivated by the
fact that recent work has shown that Rapid7 and Censys datasets are not as reliable for IPv6 as they
are in IPv4 [7, 51]. We scan the entire address space for IPv4, as done in prior work, and we scan the
publicly available IPv6 hitlist [26, 59, 70] for IPv6. We use the list of all known IPv6 addresses for
the latter and also scan fully responsive prefixes which are frequently seen in hypergiants [53, 70].
We first perform ZMap [23] scans to identify responsive IP addresses on port 80 and 443 and then
use ZGrab2 [61] to fetch TLS certificates and collect the HTTP(S) headers.

To complement the set of IP addresses found by the IPv6 hitlist scan, we perform additional DNS
measurements and ECS-enabled DNS measurements described in Section 3.2. We know that these IP
addresses are by definition used to serve a hypergiant’s service, so if the resolved IP address belongs
to the hypergiant, we consider it an on-net, whereas we consider it as an off-net if the IP addresses
belongs to another organization. We then merge the TLS and HTTP(S) on-net fingerprints from
the IPv6 hitlist scans with the ones from the DNS-based measurements. The goal is to improve
the TLS and HTTP(S) fingerprints as the IPv6 hitlist is not designed to unveil the hypergiant’s
infrastructure. All measurements were performed in November, 2023.
Replicating Off-net Detection IPv4 Methodology: If an IP address matches a hypergiant TLS
fingerprint and contains at least one HTTP(S) header from the fingerprints, and the IP address is
not an on-net IP address, it is classified as an off-net IP address of that hypergiant.

3.2 Improving the IPv6 Coverage With DNS Measurements
We find indications that the IPv6 hitlist should have a good coverage of the hypergiant’s infras-
tructure as it is designed to find responsive IP addresses, and many hypergiant prefixes are fully
responsive [69]. To confirm this, we perform additional regular and ECS-enabled DNS measure-
ments to enrich the set of on-net TLS and HTTP(S) fingerprints that serve to find IPv6 off-nets,
and eventually to reveal IPv6 off-nets themselves. First, our regular DNS measurements consist of
resolving the top 10k Google CrUX [17] domains using MassDNS [14], followed by extracting the
TLS certificates and the HTTP(S) headers from the resolved addresses, through ZGrab2 from our
vantage point at the Max Planck Institute in Germany. We retrieve the CrUX toplist from July 2023.
Second, we leverage the EDNS Client Subnet (ECS) option which allows to specify the IP prefix
of the client in a DNS query. This option helps service providers to tailor the responses of their
authoritative server based on the prefix of the client, rather than based on the recursive resolver.
This is particularly useful when the client uses a public resolver, which can be geographically
far away from the client. Prior work demonstrated that some hypergiantss use ECS to redirect
their clients, at least in IPv4 [15, 68], so it can reveal the hypergiants’ infrastructure [15]. Our
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ECS-enabled DNS measurements uses the same idea as prior work [15], i.e., varying the ECS prefix
in the DNS queries to find different IP addresses used by the hypergiants. However, running these
IPv6 ECS-enabled DNS measurements presents some challenges, which we describe next.
Prefix Choice for ECS Queries: In IPv4, one can perform an exhaustive scan by using all the
possible /24 prefixes in the ECS measurements. In IPv6, this is not possible, so we have to choose
which prefixes to use for our ECS queries. We use a combination of three datasets studied in prior
work [34]: BGP prefixes, bulk WHOIS data, and the /56 prefixes of the IPv6 addresses found in
the IPv6 hitlist. The three datasets are likely complementary as they do not provide the same
view of the IPv6 landscape: BGP prefixes provide a list of routed prefixes, while the bulk WHOIS
data provides a list of IPv6 prefix allocation to their organization [34], and usually contains more
specific prefixes than the routed ones. Finally, the /56 prefixes from the hitlist generally contain the
most specific prefixes, but might not contain all the routed space as it only reveals responsive IP
addresses. Finding the perfect set of prefixes for ECS measurements in IPv6 is out of scope, as the
purpose of our measurements is to map the hypergiants’ IPv6 infrastructure, and so our findings
should be interpreted as a lower bound of what can be unveiled with ECS.

We collect BGP prefixes from a RIB snapshot from RouteViews [1] on November 17, 2023, while
the bulk WHOIS data and the IPv6 hitlist are from October and September 2023. The BGP snapshot
contains 203,629 prefixes, and among them 203,336 prefixes have a length of 56 or less, which is
the most specific prefix length that is recommended to be put in ECS queries according to RFC
7871 [18]. The bulk WHOIS data from October 13, 2023, containing data from all five RIRs (RIPE,
APNIC, ARIN, LACNIC, and AFRINIC) and RADB, has 1,589,014 prefixes, with 1,002,080 prefixes
with a length of 56 or less. The IPv6 hitlist contains 9,533,649 responsive IP addresses, from which
we extract 1,704,435 unique /56 prefixes. We send ECS queries for the top 60 domain names of
the Google CrUX toplist [17] that we identify as belonging to the hypergiants passing the TLS
and HTTP(S) fingerprints. These 60 domain names belong to 8 hypergiants, i.e., Akamai, Amazon,
Apple, Fastly, Google, Meta, Microsoft, and Netflix. We run the ECS measurements using the Google
Public DNS resolver, as it is known to forward ECS queries to the authoritative servers and is
whitelisted [6]. The queries are sent at a rate of 1,000 queries per second using ZDNS [35]. We run
all ECS measurements in November 2023.
Results: For each IP address revealed by the ECS measurements, we look at whether this IP address
is an on-net address of a hypergiant, using the methodology described in Section 3.1. If this is the
case, we look at the set of DNS names covered by the TLS certificate, and the set of the HTTP(S)
headers of the IP address. With the DNS measurements, we find no additional DNS names and a
total of three additional HTTP(S) headers.

These fingerprints gives us only five more off-net IP addresses which we do not have in off-net
addresses from the hitlist. These results show that the TLS and HTTP(S) fingerprints already present
through measurements with the IPv6 hitlist are sufficient to have a good coverage of the IPv6
on-net infrastructure of the hypergiants. We discuss more details of our ECS results in Section 5.

3.3 Ethics and Reproducibility
Before we conduct our measurements, we incorporate proposals by Partridge and Allman [44] and
Kenneally and Dittrich [36]. We follow best measurement practices [23] by limiting our probing
rate, using a well-established blocklist, and making use of dedicated measurement servers. These
measurement servers communicate the scientific nature of our measurements with an informing
rDNS name, a website providing more information, and contact details to reach out to us in case
of issues. During our measurements, we received a handful of mostly automated abuse emails, to
which we replied promptly.
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We plan to publish our measurement results along with the analysis scripts to foster reproducibil-
ity in networking research.

4 IPV6 OFF-NET DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we present our results of our Internet-scale IPv6 off-net deployment study and
contrast it to the IPv4 off-net deployment. We report these footprints in terms of the number of IP
addresses as well as the ASes. Furthermore, we study the continent coverage of these footprints.
We also investigate the types of ASes that different hypergiants choose to deploy their off-net
edge servers in. In addition to analyzing the footprint from a networking and geographical stand
point, we also shed light on the Internet user-base that has access to these off-net deployments. See
Table 6 in Appendix B for an overview of our IPv6 and IPv4 TLS scans. Even if the analysis is done
at the IP address level, it only gives us a binary indication of the presence of an off-net in an AS
or not. It does not provide a quantitative metric for the deployment, as one IP address could be
mapped to multiple servers. For this reason, our analysis is performed at AS level.

4.1 Hypergiant Off-net Infrastructure
The IPv4 and IPv6 off-net IP addresses and ASes we uncover across different hypergiants based on
TLS only as well as TLS and header validations are detailed in Tables 4 and 5 in Appendix A. In our
analysis, we only use the more strict latter validation unless otherwise explicitly stated. We refer to
such off-net deployments throughout the text as off-nets or off-nets with server installations (as
per Gigis et al. [29]).
Off-net Deployment: Table 1 shows the number of off-net ASes and off-net IP addresses for
different hypergiants. In total, we find 155k IPv6 and 357k IPv4 off-net addresses in 2k unique IPv6
and 6k IPv4 off-net ASes. Moreover, we find Google, Netflix, and Meta to be the only hypergiants
which deploy off-nets in more than 1000 ASes. In fact, the Google off-net footprint in terms of the
number of ASes is nearly double that of the other two. The remaining hypergiants deploy off-nets
in a handful (e.g., Twitter) or hundreds (e.g., Microsoft, Apple) ASes.

We find the most IPv6 off-net addresses for Amazon. In fact, Amazon’s IPv6 off-net addresses are
close to four times higher than its IPv4 off-net count (68.7k vs. 18.1k), making it the only hypergiant
with more IPv6 off-net addresses than IPv4 addresses. The vast majority (51.1k out of 68.7k) of
Amazon IPv6 off-net addresses are found in AS 174 (Cogent). We investigate if this large number of
Amazon off-net IP addresses is substantially influenced by fully responsive prefixes, as prior work
showed that Amazon had a large number of fully responsive prefixes [26]. Of the 1.7M scanned
prefixes, there is only a single Amazon prefix containing off-net IP addresses, constituting 0.4% of
the total number of off-net IP addresses. Looking at other HGs, only a total of seven fully responsive
prefixes have off-net IP addresses, for a total of 545 IP addresses. These results show that our
analysis is not biased by fully responsive prefixes. Other hypergiants such as Google, Meta, Akamai,
and Alibaba, have a substantially lower number of IPv6 off-net addresses compared to their IPv4
deployments. For Netflix, however, the drop from the IPv4 numbers is not that steep. Finally, we
also find smaller number (under 500) of IPv6 off-net addresses for Apple, Microsoft, and Fastly.

At an AS-level, we observe Amazon’s over 65k IPv6 off-net addresses to be deployed in only 11
ASes, compared to its 171 IPv4 off-net ASes. Google and Meta both deploy IPv6 off-nets in more
than 1k ASes, with Netflix slightly below 1k. Other notable IPv6 deployments are found by Akamai
in 241 and Apple in 117 ASes. The remaining hypergiants deploy IPv6 off-nets in less than 40 ASes.
Compared to IPv4, the number of IPv6 off-net ASes is lower for all observed hypergiants. Moreover,
a large portion of IPv6 off-net ASes also hosts IPv4 off-net prefixes, i.e., IPv6 ASes are to a large
degree a subset of IPv4 off-net ASes.
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IP addresses ASes

Hypergiant IPv6 IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 Both

Akamai 24274 121813 241 881 223
Alibaba 7711 68217 37 175 26
Amazon 68674 18116 11 171 7
Apple 396 1600 117 219 104
Disney 0 39 0 2 0
Fastly 246 27 2 6 0
Google 24738 64370 1342 4976 1291
Hulu 0 13 0 1 0
Meta 16017 65942 1231 2565 1185
Microsoft 49 521 2 174 0
Netflix 5625 11569 928 2731 860
Twitter 2 6 2 5 1

Union 155161 357535 2043 6004 1959

Table 1. Number of IPv6 and IPv4 off-net addresses and ASes (TLS + Header validated) per hypergiant.

Comparing the number of our off-net IPv4 ASes to previous work [29] shows that the off-net
footprint for pretty much all hypergiants has been growing at a decent pace. Among the top three,
Google and Netflix both show a growth of about 30% from 2021 to 2023, while Meta only increases
by half that percentage. Apple which had no off-net ASes in 2021 now has over 200 while Amazon
shows an increase in the off-net IPv4 AS footprint by 175%. However, even though Akamai has
a nearly 900 off-net ASes, the decrease in its off-net footprint revealed by Gigis et al. [29] still
continues which is evident from a 19.5% drop.
Takeaway: Off-nets are deployed in a lower number of IPv6 ASes compared to IPv4 ASes across all
hypergiants. Majority of hypergiants deploy IPv6 off-nets in ASes where IPv4 off-nets already exist.
Geographical Off-net Footprint: Next, we map off-net ASes to the continents that they serve.
Firstly, we use the off-net addresses and map them to their ASes while also geolocating them to
a particular country. We use the MaxMind GeoIP2 Country database [40] for the latter. While
IP geolocation is known to be somewhat inaccurate when it comes to city-level or even more
fine-granular geolocation [28, 31, 47, 54], we think it adds valuable information to country and
continent-level off-net deployments. We then treat the country as the country served by the AS and
then map it to its continent. This implies that the same AS can be seen across different continents
which is common observation in the current Internet [62, 66]. We focus our per-continent analysis
on off-nets by Google, Netflix, and Meta—the top three based on the number of ASes deploying
their off-nets. For all three, most of the off-net ASes are located in South America, with around 500
IPv6 and more than 1000 IPv4 off-net ASes. The number is particularly striking for Google which
deploys IPv4 off-nets in over 1.8k ASes in the region. Oceania is found to have the least number of
deployed IPv6 off-net ASes for all top-three hypergiants. See Figures 9a to 9c in Appendix C for
details on the absolute number of off-net ASes.

Figures 1a to 1c show the fraction that Google, Meta, and Netflix off-net ASes make of the total
number of ASes serving different continents. We use APNIC’s ASpop dataset [37, 38] to find all
ASes (IPv4 and IPv6 separately) that serve a non-zero user base across different countries belonging
to the six continents. Contrary to the absolute numbers, the relative analysis shows that North
America has the highest fraction of IPv6 off-net covered ASes for Google and Netflix with around
20% of all IPv6 eyeball ASes. Meta has the highest IPv6 AS coverage in South America with more
than 30%, followed by North America with slightly less than 25% of all eyeball ASes. The remaining
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(b) Meta.
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(c) Netflix.

Fig. 1. Fraction of ASes that serve the region and also deploy off-nets for the top three hypergiants.

continents are covered by about 10%–20% by off-nets. For all top-three hypergiants, the worst IPv6
coverage can be seen in Africa with 5%–13%. When comparing the AS continent coverage to IPv4,
we find that IPv4 is most of the time outpacing IPv6. This is especially prominent in Africa where
the IPv6 coverage is substantially lower, e.g., for Google IPv6 off-nets in Africa are found in around
10% of ASes, compared to almost 30% in IPv4. One exception to IPv4’s dominance over IPv6 is
Meta which has four continents seeing higher IPv6 coverage. Another observation is that IPv6-only
off-net ASes seem to be rare across all regions.
We also enrich our analysis by using CAIDA’s AS2Org dataset [41] which maps ASes to their

parent organizations which are registered in a single country3. The results are similar to the
aforementioned findings. Additionally, this shows an expected slight drop in the numbers (as some
ASes are merged as siblings), but we observe no change in trends across continents.

We further investigate the aggressive deployment of off-nets in South America and check if this
is correlated with low on-net presence on the continent. Thus, we look at the number of on-net
and off-net addresses of the top three hypergiants, in South America. The number of off-net IPv6
addresses are always substantially larger than the number of on-nets. For Google, IPv6 on-net
addresses contribute 5.3% to all of Google’s on-nets, but they are still behind the number of IPv6
off-net deployments in South America which make up nearly 16%. For Meta, we find no IPv6
on-net addresses on the continent whereas the IPv6 off-net addresses contribute over 30% to Meta’s
global off-net deployments. Finally, Netflix’s IPv6 on-net deployments (4.6%) also trail its off-net
deployments (29.5%) by a huge margin. A similar picture can be seen for IPv4 also, with even more
pronounced differences between the number of on-net and off-net addresses in South America.

Moreover, we compare our findings with external data, i.e., the “CDN and Cloud Infrastructure
Location” dataset [58]. The dataset provides data on the global infrastructural deployments of major
players like Google, Meta, Akamai, and Netflix. The data is obtained from various sources such as
websites of service providers or airport code hints in URLs. For Google and Meta, we are unable to
perform the on-net vs. off-net analysis from the dataset as the on-nets can not be distinguished from
off-nets from the available data. Additionally, for these the dataset also lacks IPv6 deployment data.
However, we find all relevant data for Netflix. We look for the number of Netflix Open Connect
Appliances (OCA) in the dataset that are Netflix on-nets or off-nets within the South American
continent (over both address families). For IPv6, we find 38 IPv6-capable on-net and 791 off-net

3Note that an organization’s registered country is not necessarily the same or only one where it has an IP footprint.
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Fig. 2. Number of Hypergiants hosted by off-net ASes.

AS Type IPv6 IPv4

Access 1879 4832
Content 39 303
Transit/Access 77 379
Enterprise 28 171
Tier-1 7 9
n/a 13 310

Table 2. Off-net AS classification based on network
type.
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Fig. 3. Top 3 hypergiants and their AS types based
on customer cone sizes ASes.

OCAs across South America. The ISPs with these off-net ASes make up more than 50% of all IPv6
off-net ASes. For IPv4, there are 39 on-net and 650 off-net OCAs in South America; more than 90%
of these are in Brazil. These ISPs make up over 40% of all ISPs with Netflix OCAs. This confirms our
hypothesis that the aggressive deployment of off-nets in South America stems from the relatively
poor on-net presence and the less developed peering infrastructure on the continent [25].
While these analyses show the fraction of ASes covered by off-net deployments per region,

they do not provide any insights on the Internet population of users served by off-nets in these
regions. Although the number of ASes being covered by off-nets for a region might be small, the
Internet-user base served can still be substantial if the off-nets are deployed in ASes that cover a
larger fraction of users. We discuss this aspect in more detail in Section 4.4.
Takeaway:We find that top hypergiants (HGs) deploy off-nets globally. The top-three HGs deploy
off-nets in more than 18% of all ASes in North and South America. For Meta, IPv6 off-nets see a higher
share of AS coverage compared to IPv4 in most continents. The large off-net deployment in South
America is correlated with lower on-net deployment there.
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Off-nets from Multiple Hypergiants: We investigate the phenomenon of ASes hosting IPv6
off-nets from multiple hypergiants in more detail and show the results in Figure 2a. We only depict
results for the top 4 hypergiants with most off-net ASes to increase the readability. We observe that
the most common case is that ASes host off-nets from all top-three hypergiants. Other common
non-singleton combinations are two of Google, Meta, and Netflix. Deploying an Akamai off-net
alongside these is relatively rare with under 5% of these ASes observed to do so.

In IPv4, we find that of all ASes that host off-nets from the top 6 hypergiants based on the number
of off-net ASes, most of them always host off-nets for Google either exclusively or in combination
with other hypergiants (see Figure 2b). For instance, 1756 (30.6%) of such 5.6k ASes solely host
Google off-nets but then Google off-nets are also paired with Netflix andMeta off-nets (Google, Meta,
Netflix) by about 23% (1313) of ASes. The numbers are comparable to the findings of Vermeulen et
al. [64] with our numbers being slightly lower due to the application of the header validation as
well. However, we observe reluctance in also hosting an off-net for a fifth IPv4 hypergiant from
the set of Apple, Alibaba, and Microsoft. In fact we only find 1.5% (87) of all ASes ( 5.8k), which
host an off-net from at least one hypergiant from the top seven, to host off-nets for more than four
hypergiants in addition to the top four.
Takeaway: It is relatively common to have different hypergiants deploy off-nets in the same AS. This
is especially the case for Google, Meta, and Netflix for IPv6; for IPv4, Akamai is also more present along
with the top-3 in IPv6.

4.2 Off-net AS Classification
Next, to better understand in which ASes off-nets are deployed, we classify them with regards to
the AS type as well as its customer-cone size.
AS Types: In addition to mapping off-net ASes to continents, we also classify them into network
types. Table 2 depicts the categories the ASes map to using CAIDA’s AS Classification dataset from
20214. Since we find the dataset to offer good coverage for our analysis and ASes are quite unlikely
to change their types, we choose to perform our analysis with this dataset nevertheless its age.

We find IPv6 off-nets to be predominantly deployed in access networks (see Table 2). This is quite
expected as hypergiants intend to deploy servers close to users. This deployment strategy also suits
smaller access networks wishing to cut down on the inter-AS traffic. There are, however, also Tier-1
ASes hosting off-nets. For instance, AS 701 (Verizon UUNET) hosts IPv6 off-nets for Google and
Meta, in addition to also hosting IPv4 off-nets. Additionally, Tier-1s like AS 7018 (AT&T) and AS
6461 (Zayo) only host IPv6 off-nets. The former hosts for several hypergiants like Akamai, Amazon,
Netflix, Google, Microsoft, Alibaba, Meta, and Apple whereas the latter only has Akamai off-nets.

Other larger ASes which are sometimes considered as Tier-1s also host IPv6 off-net IP addresses.
For instance, AS 4134 (Chinanet Backbone) and AS 174 (Cogent) deploy a much higher number of
IPv6 off-net IP addresses. Overall, we find that all Tier-ones that host both IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets
host them for the same hypergiants.

We validate our findings by performing the classification also with datasets from other sources
including PeeringDB [46], ASdb [71], and BGP tools [13]. All these datasets agree with with access
networks being the most prominent choice for deploying IPv6 and IPv4 off-nets.
Takeaway: Hypergiants deploy their IPv6 off-nets in all different types of networks, but the vast
majority can be found in access networks. A handful of Tier-1s can surprisingly also be found deploying
off-nets. The picture in IPv4 looks similar compared to IPv6.
AS Customer-Cone Size:Motivated by previous works [16, 29], we also classify the IPv6 and IPv4
off-net ASes based on their customer cone sizes. We use the CAIDA’s AS relationship dataset [39],

4The updates to the dataset were discontinued in 2021.
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Fig. 4. Google: Fraction of a country’s Internet users in ASes hosting off-nets.

which gives us the customer-provider and peer-to-peer AS relationships for IPv6 as well as IPv4.
Unlike the AS relationship peer-provider-determined-cone (PPDC) dataset, this dataset does not
allow us to see Stub ASes (ASes with no customer cones). However, the PPDC dataset only provides
IPv4 AS relationships. Therefore, we decide against using it. As a result, we do not look at stub
ASes. We break ASes into 4 types: Small ASes (customer cone ≤ 10 ASes), medium ASes (customer
cone ≤ 100 ASes), large ASes (customer cone ≤ 1000 ASes), and extra large ASes (customer cone >
1000 ASes). We show the results in Figure 3.

For IPv6, small ASes dominate with nearly 2.1k (86%) such ASes while medium ASes contribute
13%. Large and extra large ASes make up 0.9% and 0.1%, respectively. For Google, the vast majority
of IPv6 off-nets are found in small ASes (73.3 %). However, this could be biased by an uneven
distribution of AS types in the dataset. Therefore, we also investigate, how many ASes of each
type are covered by Google, and find that medium ASes are best covered with 43% deploying
Google’s IPv6 off-nets. While extra large ASes still cover half, large and small ASes are only 31.8%
and 18% covered, respectively. For Meta, most of the IPv6 off-nets ASes are again small ASes but
like Google’s IPv6 footprint, medium ASes are most covered (31%). Finally, Netflix’s IPv6 off-net
deployments in different types of ASes follow Meta’s. We only find Netflix to deploy off-nets in one
additional extra large AS compared to Meta (two out of four) making it the most covered followed
by medium sized ASes at 31%.
For IPv4, we also find small ASes making up the bulk with 84% of the dataset, medium and

large AS contribute 13.9% and 1.9%, respectively. Similar as in IPv6, Google deploys the majority of
its off-nets in small ASes (69%), followed by medium (26.3%) and large ASes (4.1%). Contrary to
IPv6, Google has best IPv4 coverage in large ASes (60%), with around 50% coverage for medium
ASes. Similarly, Meta best covers large (42.2%) and medium ASes (33.2%) Finally, Netflix mostly
mimics Meta in IPv4—same as in IPv6—in terms of covering different types of ASes with off-net
deployments and we again see large ASes (41.3%) being the most covered.
Takeaway: Small ASes are dominating the hypergiant deployment in IPv6 as well as IPv4. Coverage-
wise we see differences: In IPv6 hypergiants best cover small ASes (customer cone ≤ 10 ASes), in IPv4
medium (customer cone ≤ 100 ASes) and large ASes (customer cone ≤ 1000 ASes) are best covered.

4.3 Cross-Hypergiant Deployments
We would usually expect hypergiant (HG) off-nets to be deployed inside ISPs ASes and not other
HG ASes. However, we find this to be the case for several hypergiants, see Table 3. Enhanced
reliability of services, traffic re-routing and increased coverage could be some of the factors behind
such decisions. We keep the term off-net as it fits the formal definition given in Section 3 of an HG
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Off-net IP addresses/Other HG Fraction of all Off-net IP addresses

Hypergiant IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6

Akamai Google (52), Amazon (12) - 0.06% -
Alibaba Amazon (15), Microsoft (6) Google (1) 0.04% 0.01%
Amazon Alibaba (22), Microsoft (19) - 0.3% -
Apple Amazon (14), Google (14) Google (4), Microsoft (1) 2.7% 1.3%
Disney Amazon (39) - 100% -
Fastly Amazon (6), Microsoft (1) - 25.9% -
Google Amazon (121), Akamai (26) Akamai (5) 0.03% 0.02%
Hulu Amazon (13) - 100% -
Meta Google (10), Alibaba (4) Google (15) 0.03% 0.09%
Microsoft Amazon (27), Alibaba (10) - 9% -
Netflix Amazon (253), Google (25) Amazon (42), Google (21) 2.4% 1.1%
Twitter Akamai (6) Akamai (1) 33.3% 50%

Table 3. Number of off-nets of a hypergiant (HG) in other hypergiants (only top two) and the percentage
such off-net IP addresses present across other hypergiants contribute to total off-net footprint.

hosting a server in another organization. It could also be that the cross hypergiant off-net is used
for a side activity and not core business. However, we cannot distinguish between these different
cases as it is hard to know which services are served by an off-net (see Section 4.5).
In IPv6, this strategy of hypergiants deploying their off-nets in other hypergiants is relatively

uncommon. We only see Netflix with more than 20 off-net addresses in some other hypergiants.
Out of the 67 such off-net IP addresses, 42 are hosted in Amazon ASes. While we see no off-net
deployments for Hulu and Disney, we observe Microsoft and Apple using Akamai over IPv6.

In IPv4, this practice is much more common. For instance, we see Amazon using Alibaba, Akamai,
and Google among others. However these only make up less than 1% of its off-net deployment.
We investigate the DNS names present in the certificates we receive for these IP addresses and
find that they are predominantly responsible for serving the “amazon.com” web shop. Similarly,
we observe “apple.com” or “images.apple.com” to be visible in 2.7% of Apple’s off-nets deployed
on Amazon, Alibaba, Google, and Akamai. For other players such as Hulu and Disney, for which
we find under 100 off-nets, we observe all of them to be in Amazon ASes. Looking at the DNS
names for the latter, we find the keyword “disney” in all of them, however, the exact purpose of
the DNS names is difficult to ascertain (e.g., origin.prod.mdxpepui.mdx.las1.wdpro.disney).
These findings are expected as these hypergiants have been known to rely upon multiple players
including Akamai and Amazon for delivering their video streaming services [19].

For the top most off-net deploying hypergiant, Google, we find 0.3% of its off-net footprint across
Akamai, Amazon, Microsoft, Alibaba, and Apple. 121 out of these 196 off-net IP addresses are in
Amazon and based on the DNS names appear to be delivering Google services such as Google
Analytics, the DoubleClick Ad service, ‘google.com‘, and ‘youtube.com‘. Finally, we observe 2.4% of
Netflix’s off-nets (with server deployments) in Amazon, Google, or Microsoft. In fact, over 94% of
such IP addresses belong to Amazon, which confirms findings by previous work [4].
Takeaway: For the first time we characterize cross-HG deployments—i.e., HGs deployments in other
HG networks— and find them to be relatively uncommon in IPv6. We see Netflix making use of Amazon
AWS infrastructure in IPv6. In IPv4 this practice is much more common, where we see a single-digit
percentage share of some HGs being deployed in other HGs.

4.4 Internet User Population
We also investigate the fraction of Internet population per country that has access through IPv4 and
IPv6 to HG services hosted in their network provider. We again use APNIC’s ASpop dataset [37, 38]
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Fig. 5. Meta: Fraction of a country’s Internet users in ASes hosting off-nets.

which gives the market share of users served by an AS per country. For our analysis, we sum the
market share of all ASes that host hypergiant off-nets (TLS + HTTP(S) validated) and operate in
the country. We focus on Google, Netflix, and Meta which we find to deploy off-nets in most ASes.

For Google, Figure 4a show good IPv6 coverage across all continents, with Africa being the least
well covered. In IPv4 (cf. Figure 4b), the coverage is much more dense compared to IPv6. Overall,
the IPv6 coverage seems to be catching up instead of complementing the IPv4 coverage. The only
exception is the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) where IPv6 coverage far exceeds IPv4
coverage (96.2% vs. 62.4%). This does not seem to be a conscious effort to favor IPv6; instead all
three ASes that host IPv6 off-nets also host IPv4 off-nets but their IPv4 share of the user population
over IPv6 is much larger. On a continental level, while IPv6 user population coverage is exemplary
in Oceania and Europe, and above average in the Americas, it can be substantially improved in Asia
and Africa. For instance, deploying IPv6 off-nets in AS 7922 (Comcast) and AS 51659 (Baxet) can
already enhance the coverage by over 25 percentage points in the US and by about 20 percentage
points in Russia, respectively. The only major deviation from the 2021 results is an increase of
nearly 20% of Google’s IPv4 coverage in China.
The user population coverage by Meta’s IPv6 off-nets almost mimics that of Google’s IPv6

deployment (except Canada -12%) as is depicted in Figure 5a. In other similarities to Google, the
DRC case also appears for Meta. In contrast to Google, Russia is largely underserved by Meta’s IPv6
off-nets. In fact, we notice Meta off-nets in only two Russian ASes—AS 3216 (Vimpelcom), hosting
IPv4 and IPv6, and AS 49070 (Rostelecom) which only has IPv4 off-nets. These have a collective
market share of less than 1% in both IPv6 and IPv4. More measured placement of off-nets could
greatly enhance the user population coverage. For instance, deploying IPv6 off-nets in AS 51659
(Baxet) and AS 8359 (MTS) can improve IPv6 coverage in Russia by over 50% and IPv4 off-nets in
AS 57354 (Systema) and AS 50257 (A-Mobile) by nearly 25%. Like Google, Meta’s IPv4 coverage
(see Figure 5b) is largely unaffected from the 2021 results except for a slight increase in China.

For Netflix (see Figure 6a), the user population that has access to Netflix services through IPv6
off-nets lags behind Google but is not far off that of Meta. Similarly to Google and Meta, we continue
to see the catching-up effect in IPv6 for Netflix. On the IPv4 side (see Figure 6b), we see Netflix
to consolidate its footing in most of the countries it was observed to deploy its off-nets. This is
particularly true in Canada, Australia,and several South American countries (e.g., Argentina, Peru,
Bolivia) where the IPv4 user base now exceeds 80% per country.
For all top-three hypergiant IPv6 off-net deployments, one common observation is that India

appears to be under-served. This is interesting because India has a rapidly growing IPv6 deploy-
ment [57]. Closer investigation reveals that there are 48 ASes that operate in India and also host
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Fig. 6. Netflix: Fraction of a country’s Internet users in ASes hosting off-nets.

IPv6 off-nets of different HGs. We find a total of 2,149 off-net IPv6 addresses of which nearly 56%
are in AS 9498 (Bharti Airtel). We find all of these ASes to have a a very small market share in
comparison to ASes such as AS 55836 (Reliance Jio) and AS 45609 (Bharti Airtel GPRS). Placing
IPv6 off-nets in these ASes can boost the user base by over 85%.

Looking in more detail into the deployment in China, we analyze whether censorship could play
a role in off-net deployment. For instance, it is known that China imposes censorship on Facebook
and Google [24, 33, 42, 45, 63]. We compare the fraction of ASes with off-nets and users according
to the APNIC ASpop dataset between countries known to impose censorship and countries deemed
to be censorship-free. For instance, just over 1% and 3% of the ASes which have a non-zero user
base in China deploy Meta’s IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets respectively, with 7% and 3% of the ASes for
Google, respectively. Iran, also previously found to censor Meta [9, 65], simply has no Meta off-nets,
and 8% of IPv4 and 0% of IPv6 ASes in Iran deploy Google off-nets. On the other hand, countries
less likely to impose censorship such as the US have close to 9% and 11% of such ASes deploying
Meta’s IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets, respectively. This effect is even more pronounced for Google where
41% and 18% of the ASes deploy Google’s IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets, respectively. We also looked at
some European countries where there are no known instances of censorship (Sweden, Finland,
Denmark, Norway), and found an average of 6% IPv4 and 10% IPv6 ASes with off-nets for Meta,
and 22% IPv4 and 21% IPv6 ASes with off-nets from Google. Although the numbers differ between
countries that are known to impose censorship and those that are deemed to be censorship-free,
the lower deployment in censored countries could also be due to business decisions of HGs.
Takeaway: The top three HGs have IPv6 deployments covering users in different countries reasonably
well. In comparison to IPv4, however, IPv6 has still some catching up to do, especially in countries
in Africa and Asia. We identify a small number of ASes, where off-net deployment can have a large
impact by reaching millions of users.

4.5 Services Served by Off-nets
To better understand the use of off-nets, we investigate whether we can measure which services
are served by an off-net. For each off-net IP address, we extract DNS names from the TLS certificate.
If this set only contains a single name and is not a wildcard, then we know that this off-net serves
this particular domain and service.
For IPv4, of the 357,535 off-net addresses, we find that 8,869 (2.5%) have a single non-wildcard

domain name in the certificate, and for IPv6, of the 155,161 IPv6 off-net addresses, there are 609
(0.39%) of them. First, this shows that it is hard to identify which services are run by off-nets using
TLS certificates. Second, in discussions with a French ISP having Akamai and Google off-nets, we
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learnt that they were not aware of which clients or services were served by the off-nets, showing
that—most likely—only the HGs know the full picture.
For the off-net IP addresses where we can identify the service, we find 1,915 IPv4 off-net IP

addresses that serve google.com, which is interesting because prior work stated that google.com
is not served by off-nets anymore [64]. For Netflix, we find that ichnaea-web.netflix.com is the
most frequent domain name, which appears to be a tracker to collect client information5. For Meta,
we have no IP addresses where we can identify the service. For IPv6, the same happens for Google
and Meta. For Netflix, the most frequent hostname is the same as in IPv4.
Takeaway: From the TLS certificates, it is hard to infer which services are served by off-nets, especially
in IPv6, where only 0.39% of the off-net IP addresses have an identifiable service.

4.6 Off-nets and ROV
Prior work has shown that the off-nets of different HGs can be colocated, representing an increased
risk of spillover over peering and transit links in case of failure [64]. Along those lines of increased
risk, we look at the security aspect, which is another type of risk. As for operational expertise
and resources that differ between ISPs and HGs, ISPs might also take more time to adopt ROV to
protect their prefixes. However, HGs could require ISPs to perform ROV on the prefixes used for
the off-nets. Although we do not find any requirement to have ROV on an off-net prefix in the
documentation of the off-nets for Google and Netflix [2, 30], for each AS hosting an off-net, we
compare two fractions (Table 7 in Appendix D): the number of BGP prefixes covered by ROV over
the total number of BGP prefixes (ROV BGP), and the number of off-net BGP prefixes covered by
ROV over the total number of off-net BGP prefixes (BGP Off-net ROV) of this AS for which we find
at least one off-net IP address. We compute these two fractions both for IPv4 and IPv6. We retrieve
the ROV data of December 1, 2023 using rpki-validator [3].
For the big three HGs (Google, Meta, and Netflix), we find that Meta and Netflix for IPv4 have

more ASes where the fraction of off-net BGP prefixes with ROV is larger than the overall fraction
of BGP prefixes covered by ROV, with 52% and 58%. For all of the other pairs of (HG, IP version), it
is the opposite, with up to 70% of the ASes in IPv6 for Meta having a smaller fraction of off-net
prefixes covered by ROV.
Takeaway: There is no evidence that Google, Meta, or Netflix have requirements for protecting off-net
prefixes with ROV, potentially representing a security risk.

5 RESULTS FROM ECS MEASUREMENTS
In Section 3.2, we stated that our ECS measurements did not bring much additional coverage to the
IPv6 hitlist. In this section, we provide more details about the ECS measurement results: In short,
we find that our three datasets of ECS prefixes are complementary to perform ECS measurements,
and demonstrate that the ECS measurements did not return off-net IP addresses because almost all
the domain names that we used were not served by off-nets. More details about the ECS behaviors
of different hypergiants can be found in Appendix E.
For the eight hypergiants that we probe with ECS, Netflix and Fastly both respond to our DNS

ECS queries with a scope of 0, meaning that the answer returned by their authoritative name server
does not depend on the ECS prefix we sent. As these two HGs are not ECS-enabled, we do not
consider them for the remainder of the ECS analysis.
How Complementary Are Our Set of Prefixes? Figure 7 shows Venn diagrams of the overlap
between the sets of IP addresses and BGP prefixes found by the three datasets used as input for

5We infer the meaning of the domain name by finding user PiHole reports on the Web and noticing that “ichnaea” means
tracker in Greek.
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Fig. 7. Venn diagrams showing the complementarity of our three datasets of prefixes with different metrics:
IP addresses (left), and BGP prefixes (right).

the ECS prefixes. We choose to not only look at the set of IP addresses but also look at a higher
granularity, the BGP prefixes, because some hypergiants (e.g., Amazon) can return random IP
addresses within a prefix [26, 70]. As a result, if we only look at the number of IP addresses, it could
be possible that one of the datasets of prefixes used for ECS brings more discoveries just because it
is larger. Aggregating the addresses into their BGP prefixes reduces this bias. To differentiate the
resulting BGP prefixes from the ones in the ECS queries, we call the latter the ECS BGP prefixes.
We see that the /56 prefixes from the hitlist bring more discoveries in general, with 92% of

the BGP prefixes that are seen. The two other datasets also bring some unique discoveries. An
interesting finding is that despite the set of ECS BGP prefixes being 5 times smaller than the bulk
WHOIS prefixes, it brings 24 unique BGP prefixes versus 7. These numbers represent 6% and 2% of
the total number of BGP prefixes revealed by the three datasets.
Takeaway: Our three ECS prefix datasets are complementary to reveal the IPv6 infrastructure.
Are The Chosen Domain Names Served by Off-nets? An authoritative server can respond to
our ECS query with an on-net or an off-net IP address. For all the IP addresses found in our ECS
measurements, we look at their TLS and HTTP(S) fingerprints to see whether the authoritative
server returned an off-net or an on-net IP address. Of the 10k IP addresses revealed by our ECS
measurements, only 35 are off-net IP addresses, with 13 from Apple and 22 from Akamai, and
correspond to two domain names: “swcdn.apple.com” and “www.akamai.com”. To confirm that
our ECS queries do not have a special treatment compared to queries from local resolvers, we run
queries to the same domain names from the ≈ 2k IPv6 capable RIPE Atlas probes belonging to ASes
with off-nets using their local resolvers. We find similar results as with our ECS queries, with only
four off-net IP addresses revealed, two for Apple and two for Akamai.
Takeaway: Almost all the 60 popular base domain names belonging to HGs are not served by off-nets.
HowWell Suited is the IPv6 Hitlist to Find Off-nets? Given that we use IPv6 addresses from
the IPv6 hitlist [26] to discover off-nets, we also investigate the suitability of the hitlist for this task.
As the previous section showed that we cannot reveal off-nets with ECS measurements, we instead
look at how well suited the hitlist is compared to ECS to find on-nets. We find that 75% of on-net
BGP prefixes from our ECS measurements are also present in the IPv6 hitlist. This percentage is
likely even higher for off-net prefixes, as the hitlist is known to perform better for ISP infrastructure
(e.g., off-nets) compared to large CDN operators (e.g., on-nets) [26]. We leave further investigation
to find better target lists for IPv6 off-net discovery for future work.

6 HYPERGIANT OFF-NET PERFORMANCE
In addition to uncovering the off-net deployments in IPv6 and comparing them to IPv4, we also
evaluate and compare their performance through latency-based measurements. An investigation of
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Fig. 8. Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 latencies seen in off-net ASes for different hypergiants.

this nature can reveal if IPv6 off-net deployments are at par with IPv4 ones, are catching up or if
there remains significant room for improvement. Previous studies [20, 21] have focused on singular
hypergiants like Netflix or Google to study the performance of cache deployments within ISPs while
also using a smaller number of vantage points. Although we discuss the top hypergiants with the
largest IPv4 and IPv6 off-net footprints, our methodology generalizes to all the hypergiants we study.
Additionally, our probes are more numerous and diverse in terms of their ASes with there being
nearly 500 dual-stacked probes across around 100 ASes. Furthermore, in private communications
with several hypergiants, they confirmed that the content served over both address families is the
same. Thus, this is the first study analyzing IPv6 vs. IPv4 performance of off-nets at scale.
Methodology: We start by identifying the ASes that host dual-stacked off-nets of the hypergiants
under analysis. Subsequently, we conduct a search for dual-stack RIPE Atlas probes within these
identified ASes. Utilizing the aforementioned dual-stack probes, we then proceed to perform
traceroute measurements specific to each hypergiant. These measurements encompass both IPv4
and IPv6 off-net targets situated within the AS of the probes. Our rationale for adopting this
methodology is grounded in the observations presented in Section 4.1, where we establish that
hypergiants tend to deploy off-nets close to users within eyeball networks.
The traceroute measurements include up to 25 off-net IPv4 and IPv6 addresses per AS and are

targeted towards TCP/443. We include at most ten RIPE Atlas probes per available AS, and we select
the probes based on their reliability and latency. We rank the probes based on the sum of their
average latencies (IPv4 and IPv6) to the first two public hops as seen in “built-in measurement” [49]
traceroutes towards k-root DNS servers.
Results: For our analysis, for each AS with successful traceroutes, we average latencies towards
all IPv4 off-nets (average IPv4 latency) and all IPv6 off-nets (average IPv6 latency). To minimize
the impact of outliers, we only consider off-nets which have more than one probe successfully
completing a traceroute measurement. We consider a measurement to be successful if the probe
receives a SYN-ACK from the off-net. Moreover, we only consider ASes which have such successful
traceroutes to at least five IPv4 and IPv6 off-net addresses within the same AS.
Out of the nearly 1.9k ASes which host IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets, we find dual-stack RIPE Atlas

probes in a total of 585 ASes (30%). We get 437 ASes for Google, 304 for Netflix, 313 for Meta,
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and 182 for Akamai (the top four hypergiants by largest dual-stack off-net footprint). However,
we do not see successful traceroutes to IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets for each AS even though we use
dual-stacked probes. This is not unusual as the RIPE Atlas probes availability can vary over time.
Owing to this, we are left with 218 (49.9%) Google, 156 (51.4%) Netflix, and 109 (59.9%) Akamai
off-net ASes where at least one IPv4 and IPv6 target could be reached by multiple probes. Meta
presents a curious case as we find that its IPv4 and IPv6 off-nets rarely respond to our probes. In
fact, even when repeating the measurement, we only see one such relevant AS for Meta.
Following the application of our filtering criteria (i.e., at least five successful IPv4 and IPv6

traceroutes per AS), we are left with 73 (-66.5%) off-net ASes for Google, 60 (-68%) for Akamai, 43
(-60%) for Netflix, and none for Meta. Although the remaining set of ASes is considerably smaller,
we choose to err on the side of caution and only analyze ASes that fulfill our filtering requirements.

We plot the absolute and relative difference in latencies (IPv4 – IPv6) for Google, Netflix, and
Akamai in Figure 8. For both Google and Akamai, the latency to IPv4 off-nets is lower in most ASes
(57.5% and 58.3%, respectively). However, the average IPv4 latency is lower than the average IPv6
latency by only 5 ms for close to three-fourth of these ASes for both hypergiants. Additionally,
IPv4 is faster by 10 ms or fewer in nearly 90% of ASes for Google whereas for Akamai this is only
the case for about 77% of ASes. Finally, no ASes have an inferior IPv6 latency by more than 30
ms for either hypergiant. Nearly 40% of the ASes for both hypergiants, have a better latency for
IPv6 off-nets. For Google for over 95% of the cases the latency is lower by about 5ms, whereas for
Akamai this is the case for a slightly lower 88% of the ASes.

For Netflix, the percentage of off-net ASes with a better average IPv6 latency (53.4%) although
higher is not far from the ASes which have a better average IPv4 latency (46.5%). For ASes of
the former class, the latency is again better by no more than 5 ms in nearly 85% of the cases.
Additionally, the average IPv6 latency is better by between 5 to 20 ms in just over 15% of the case.
For ASes with a better average IPv4 latency, exactly three-fourth have a better latency again only
by under 5 ms. In fact, the average IPv6 latency never lags by more than 20 ms.
Finally, we validate our results if we only keep the ASes where the distribution of the latency

over the different probes is close to the mean. Indeed, for some ASes, the average latency is not
representative of the latency experienced by a client, typically when the standard deviation is
significant compared to the mean. We perform the same analysis as above, removing ASes where
the standard deviation is more than 𝑝 times the mean RTT, 𝑝 varying from 0.1 to 0.9. The lower 𝑝
is, the fewer ASes we keep in our dataset. The number of ASes that we keep for these different
values of 𝑝 varies from 73 down to 17 for Google, 60 to 15 for Akamai, and 43 to 5 for Netflix. For
Google, the percentage of ASes where IPv4 is better than IPv6 varies from 57.5% to 70.6%, while it
is 53.3% to 60% for Akamai, and 38.5% to 60% for Netflix. Although the numbers vary significantly
for Netflix, the vast majority of the ASes have a small latency difference, with 84-100% of the ASes
having a latency difference under 5 ms for Google, 80-97% for Akamai, and 79-92% for Netflix
Takeaway: Top hypergiants exhibit similar IPv6 as IPv4 performance for their off-nets, with the
overwhelming majority of latency differences being under 5 ms.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we took a first look at the IPv6 off-net infrastructure of 14 hypergiants. We found 155k
IPv6 off-net addresses in more than 2k ASes. Moreover, the majority of IPv6 off-nets deployments
were seen in ASes which already deployed IPv4 off-nets. We also uncovered the phenomenon
of cross-hypergiant deployments, where one hypergiant deploys its infrastructure in another
hypergiant’s network. Finally, we used latency measurements and found similar latencies when
connecting to an off-net address over IPv6 compared to IPv4.
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Hypergiant IPv4 (TLS, TLS + HTTP(S)) IPv6 (TLS, TLS + HTTP(S))

Akamai (122931, 121813) (24332, 24274)
Alibaba (74441, 68217) (10307, 7711)
Amazon (59763, 18116) (68952, 68674)
Apple (64811, 1600) (856, 396)
Disney (23692, 39) (61, 0)
Cdnetworks (316, 0) (3, 0)
Fastly (53, 27) (246, 246)
Google (67234, 64370) (27757, 27438)
Hulu (1930, 13) (2, 0)
Meta (74225, 65942) (16205, 16017)
Microsoft (79988, 521) (1333, 49)
Netflix (18877, 11569) (6830, 5625)
Twitter (2420, 6) (3, 2)
Yahoo (76, 0) (3, 0)

Table 4. Number of off-net IPs (TLS validated, TLS + header validated) per hypergiant.

Hypergiant IPv4 (TLS, TLS + HTTP(S)) IPv6 (TLS, TLS + HTTP(S)) Both (TLS, TLS + HTTP(S))

Akamai (893, 881) (244,241) (227, 223)
Alibaba (292, 175) (38, 37) (27, 26)
Amazon (402, 171) (26, 11) (23, 7)
Apple (502, 219) (143, 117) (130, 104)
Disney (71, 2) (3, 0) (1, 0)
Cdnetworks (33, 0) (1, 0) (0, 0)
Fastly (8, 6) (2, 2) (0, 0)
Google (5043, 4976) (1376, 1342) (1328, 1291)
Hulu (39, 1) (2, 0) (2, 0)
Meta (2599, 2565) (1239, 1231) (1195, 1185)
Microsoft (666,174) (47, 2) (42, 0)
Netflix (2917, 2731) (977,928) (937, 860)
Twitter (9, 5) (3, 2) (2, 1)
Yahoo (14, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0)

Table 5. Number of off-net ASes (TLS validated, TLS + header validated) per hypergiant.

A OFF-NETS BASED ON TLS ONLY AND TLS PLUS HEADER VALIDATION
The number of IPv4 and IPv6 off-net IP we uncover across different hypergiants are detailed in Table
4. The table also presents the off-net count resulting from TLS validation (candidate off-nets) only as
well as TLS plus HTTP(S) validation (final off-nets). It should be noted that the off-net IPs resulting
from the later validation are always a subset of the former. We observe that counts resulting from
either metric show a great degree of fluctuation across different hypergiants. Focusing on the TLS
only validation, we see that the hypergiant off-nets range from under a 100 for Yahoo and Fastly to
several thousands of IPs for other hypergiants such as Alibaba, Microsoft, Google, Meta, Netflix
and Apple.

While these hypergiants are found to host services in ASes outside their own, we find that some
of them rarely use their own infrastructure to achieve this. This can be deduced by the rapid drop
in the IP numbers upon applying the HTTP(S) header validation. Hypergiants such as Microsoft,
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IPv4 IPv6

Certs (IP, ASN) Inside HGs (IPs) Outside HGs (IP, ASN) Certs (IP, ASN) Inside HGs (IPs) Outside HGs (IP, ASN)

(27.8M, 58.6k) 2.5M (608.7k, 14.8k) (1.9M, 6.4k) 175.3k (162.4k, 4.2k)

Table 6. The total number of valid certificates (sending IP addresses and ASNs), valid certificates belonging
to HGs inside HG ASes and outside of HG ASes (with sending IP addresses and ASNs), over IPv4 and IPv6.
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(a) Google.
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(b) Meta.
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(c) Netflix.

Fig. 9. Absolute number of off-net deploying ASes per continent for the top three hypergiants.

Disney, Apple and Amazon stand out in this with drops of 98.3%, 99.8%, 97.5%, 69.7% respectively
We find this drop to result in part from the finding that some of these hypergiants use the hosting
infrastructure/IPs of other hypergiants to provide their services. We discuss this in more detail
in Section 4.3. In contrast, major players such as Google, Netflix, Meta, and Alibaba seem to be
mostly relying on their own infrastructure for delivering their services from deployments close to
their users as is reflected from similar figures from both validations. However, we confirm previous
findings [4] as we also find Netflix to rely upon Amazon in part for hosting its content.

B VALID CERTIFICATES OBTAINED THROUGHMEASUREMENTS
Table 6 shows an overview of our IPv6 and IPv4 TLS scans. Over IPv6, we receive valid certificates
from 1.9M IP addresses in 6.4k ASes. Nearly, 175k of these IP addresses have certificates from
some hypergiant and are located outside hypergiant ASes while a lower 162.4k IP addresses with
hypergiant certificates are outside in over 4k ASes. The IPv4 results show similar trends albeit
with significantly larger numbers. While the number of IPv6 addresses with hypergiant certificates
outside HG ASes are comparable to those within HGs, for IPv4 the IP addresses of the former latter
category are nearly four times higher than the former.

C GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: ABSOLUTE NUMBER OF OFF-NET ASES
Figure 9 shows the absolute number of IPv6 and IPv4 off-net ASes per continent for Google, Meta,
and Netflix.

D ROV AND OFF-NETS
Table 7 shows how the ROV BGP prefixes compare to BGP Off-net ROV prefixes for the off-net
ASes uncovered for the top three hypergiants.
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IPv6 IPv4

Hypergiant ROV BGP > BGP Off. ROV BGP Off. ROV > ROV BGP ROV BGP > BGP Off. ROV BGP Off. ROV > ROV BGP

Google 67.8% 32.2% 49.3% 50.7%
Meta 70.2% 29.8% 48.4% 51.6%
Netflix 64.4% 35.6% 42% 58%

Table 7. ROV analysis for the off-net ASes of the top three hypergiants
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Fig. 10. (Left) ECS scope returned by the different hypergiants. (Middle and right) Difference between the
source prefix length returned and the scope prefix length for BGP prefixes (Middle) and bulk WHOIS prefixes
(right). A strictly negative value indicates that our prefix was not specific enough to get the most appropriate
response from the hypergiant.

E ECS BEHAVIORS OF HYPERGIANTS
We look at the scope prefix length returned by the different hypergiants in their ECS responses,
which specifies, according to RFC 7871, the prefix length that was expected by the hypergiants to
provide the most appropriate response [18].
We first look at the distribution of the scopes returned by the hypergiants to draw a picture of

the different possible behaviors. The left figure of Figure 10 shows the CDF of the different scopes
returned by the different hypergiants across the DNS queries with ECS of the three datasets of
prefixes (BGP, bulk WHOIS, and /56 prefixes from hitlist). First of all, Microsoft and Akamai have
only 3% and 6% of the queries having a non 0 scope, showing that they do not use ECS for most of
the prefixes. Then, for the remaining hypergiants, we either observe a wide range of scope in the
case of Google and Meta, or only a few values for Amazon and Apple. Interestingly, we also notice
that Apple has 8% and Google has 5% of their queries returning scopes that are most specific than
56, which is the maximum recommended by RFC 8781. For Google, the scope can go up to 128!
The middle and right figure of Figure 10 show the CDF of the difference between the source

prefix length in the DNS query and the scope prefix length in the DNS response for the BGP prefixes
and the bulk WHOIS prefixes. A strictly negative value means that the source prefix length was not
specific enough to get the most appropriate response from the hypergiant, while a positive value
means that the source prefix length was too specific. We exclude Akamai and Microsoft which
almost always return scope prefix length of 0 from the following analysis. For BGP prefixes, the
range of strictly negative values go from 13% for Meta to 86% for Apple. Similarly, for the bulk
WHOIS prefixes, the range of strictly negative values go from 16% for Meta to 83% for Apple. These
results show that neither BGP prefixes or the bulk WHOIS prefixes are the right granularity to
use to get the appropriate ECS response. We do not show the graph for the /56 prefixes from the
hitlist, because by definition, we cannot not have strictly negative values, except the few scope
prefix lengths that are more specific than 56 for Apple and Google. We nonetheless mention that
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the range of strictly positive values goes from less than 1% for Amazon to more than 99% for Meta, 
showing that always taking the /56 is also not optimal.
These results show that finding the optimal set of ECS prefixes is a hard problem and that the 

hypergiants adopt different strategies to respond to ECS queries.
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